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Efficient Power System

Mobile and Flexible Carrier
Safe Control System

■■ Highly reliable with low fuel consumption 
and easy maintenance.single-engine 
power system is adopted, providing power 
for superstructure through mechanical 
transmission.

Outstanding Lifting Capacity
■■ 7 sections boom, with max. boom length of 63m and jib length of 33.5m;
■■ Max. lifting torque: 4320kN·m.

■■ Total crane width of 2.8m, 5-axle all terrain 
carrier. The carrier is mobile and flexible with 
good traveling passing performance. ■■ Comprehensive intelligent control system and 

fault diagnosis system monitor and feed back 
data in real-time. 
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Energy-saving Hydraulic System
■■ Dual pump converging / diverging intelligent speed regulation 

technology is adopted. With graded control of speed and electric 
proportional pump displacement, it saves energy up to 20%.
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Max. lifting height:92.5mMax. boom length:63m

5 90 60
Max. travelling
speed:90km

Max. gradient:60%5 axle all 
wheel steering
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Efficient Power System
■◤ The crane shares a dual power engine, with the energy saving 
enhancement of more than 10%, and the maintenance cost decrease 
of more than 35%;
■◤ The carrier power is transmitted mechanically to superstructure. The 
structure is simple, safe and reliable, with low fault rate;
■◤ Single-engine power system is adopted for weight reduction of the 
superstructure power system and enhancement of the load-bearing 
components, increasing crane lifting performance by 20%.

Excellent lifting performance
■◤ 7-section telescoping boom with single cylinder pin. The total boom 
length is 63m, and jib length is 33.5m;
■◤ Maximum lifting height is 92.5m and maximum working radius is 
70m, ensuring a wider working range;
■◤ Maximum lifting torque of basic boom is 4320KN.m, featuring 
superior lifting and loading performance.

Mobile and flexible carrier
■◤ The crane is 14m long and 2.8m wide, with strong adaptability to construction 
site;
■◤ 5-axle all-wheel steering and 8.5m minimum turning radius, ensuring flexible 
movement of the crane;
■◤ With a powerful carrier, the maximum travel speed is 90km/h, and the 
maximum gradient can reach up to 60%;
■◤ When travelling in the state of 60T, it can carry counterweight or parts to up 
10T. Full counterweights could be carried for short-distance movement.

Safe control system
■◤ Equipped with an anti-tipping warning system, advance warning is issued 
through sound and light notice to ensure the safety of crane;
■◤ Equipped with a voice alarm system, voice notices are issued for various 
movement to prevent mis-operation and ensure safety of personnel and 
operation;
■◤ High-accuracy, high-stability, high-intelligence load moment limiter system is 
adopted for full protection of lifting and loading operation;
■◤ The abundant sensors give timely feedback of data information and realize 
real-time monitoring.

Energy-saving hydraulic system
■◤ The application of electrically controlled variable displacement pump, 
displacement and speed grade control technology increase working 
efficiency by 15%, while saving energy by 20%;
■◤ With dual pump converging / diverging intelligent speed regulation 
technology, the dual pump supplies oil independently for compound 
movements, which ensures the stability and reliability of the movements with 
better micro-mobility. The various diverging distribution mode makes work 
freer and easier;
■◤ The dual protection of winching, luffing, telescoping on the hydraulic circuit 
makes operation safer and more reliable.


